USS SELEYA - Stardate 9904.11

Action resumes as Seleya is approaching the Z’kar System - aiming for Z’kar Prime, where the Government has requested Federation assistance in identifying and neutralizing terrorists.  Z’kar is a recent member of the Federation and it is unknown whether these acts of terrorism are internal or resourced by a third party.

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

PM_Jaddo says:
@:: In his palace awaiting the arrival of the USS Seleya ::

EO_Susman says:
:: on the Bridge, aft stations ::

CTOVn`dor says:
::In TR 1 briefing Transporter Chief::

CE_Bolitho says:
::Down in ME at engineer duty station running  a level 1 diagnostic on the ship's shields system::

FCO_Mallory says:
::hops out of the shuttle, jogs to the TL::

Host ACO_Pang says:
::in Ready Room awaiting arrival of CSO and EO::

CMO-Starr says:
::on the bridge waiting for Kay Lee to finish her conferences::

CSO_Kdaq says:
::standing next to Susman::

FCO_Mallory says:
TL: deck three

CTOVn`dor says:
<Lt(jg) Horuse> ::manning TAC conducting sweeps::

Cns_Moore says:
::at OPS::

MO_VIPER says:
::Walking towards Sickbay::

CMO-Starr says:
FCO: ETA?

PM_Jaddo says:
@:: reads the recent terrorist attack reports ::

Host ACO_Pang says:
::wonders why they take so long to arrive for a pre-arranged appointment::

CSO_Kdaq says:
EO: We have to speak with the captain..

CTOVn`dor says:
TR_Chief:  Now all beam ups are going to be routed through here for you to scan

FCO_Mallory says:
<FCO Ens. Black>CMO:  erm... ten minutes

CMO-Starr says:
FCO: Very good!

CMO-Starr says:
CTO: Phail, any ships on scans?

FCO_Mallory says:
::hops out of TL, dumps bags in his quarters and jogs back to the TL::

EO_Susman says:
CSO: I think so :: walks to the ready room ::

CSO_Kdaq says:
::goes to the RR with Susman::

MO_VIPER says:
::enters TL::  TL: Deck 12

EO_Susman (tngdoorchime.wav)

CTOVn`dor says:
TR_Chief:  Hold all occupants in stasis until scans are complete and report anything unusual

FCO_Mallory says:
TL: bridge

Host ACO_Pang says:
Enter!

PM_Jaddo says:
@*Security*: I want a full security team to guard the palace, mobilize everything you need.

CSO_Kdaq says:
::walks into RR::

EO_Susman says:
:: enters Ready Room :: 

CTOVn`dor says:
<Horuse> CMO: Scans are clear ma'am

MO_VIPER says:
::exits TL::

CMO-Starr says:
*MO*: Is sickbay ready?

Host ACO_Pang says:
::looks up as the CSO and EO enter:: Both: Gentlemen - good to see you - take a seat

PM_Jaddo says:
@<security>*PM*: As you wish sir.

FCO_Mallory says:
::wanders onto the bridge, takes over from Ens. black::

Cns_Moore says:
::hands CMO a report on Z'Kar::

EO_Susman says:
ACO: Thank you, Commander

MO_VIPER says:
*CMO*:I just got here.

EO_Susman says:
:: sits ::

CSO_Kdaq says:
::sits:: CO: Thank you

CTOVn`dor says:
<TR_Chief> CTO: Aye sir.

CMO-Starr says:
::takes the padd from the counsellor::

FCO_Mallory says:
::reconfigures helm to his personal set-up::

Host ACO_Pang says:
CSO/EO:  I have to offer you my apologies that I was unable to welcome you to the ship on your arrival ... as you know things became a little hectic at that point

CMO-Starr says:
CNS: Any opinions on Z'Kar?

CTOVn`dor says:
::leaves TR and heads for Lift::

PM_Jaddo says:
@*Navy*: Send 2 warships to escort the Seleya inside our system.

CSO_Kdaq says:
ACO: Perfectly understandable sir

CE_Bolitho says:
::completes scan, now begins level 1 diagnostic on the transporter system and increases power to the biofilters to ensure any possible AT will not bring him any uninvited guests::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The Z'karin navy dispatches two vessels per the PM's orders

Cns_Moore says:
CMO: They need to be dealt with in full compliance with their customs, tradition and culture, very similar to the Japanese on Earth in the early 20th century

Host ACO_Pang says:
CSO/EO: But now you are here .... I hope you have had time to familiarise yourselves with the ship - you are both very welcome

FCO_Mallory says:
::optimises the inefficient course::  CMO: ETA; four minutes

EO_Susman says:
ACO: There is no problem, commander. We all have priority duties to take care of

CMO-Starr says:
CSN: Very good, glad I have some understanding of the Japanese.

PM_Jaddo says:
@:: waits for the Seleya to arrive ::

CMO-Starr says:
*CEO*: Status report?

CTOVn`dor says:
<Horuse> CMO:  Picking up two vessels coming from Z'kar Prime Commander

MO_VIPER says:
Nurse Sek: Get the biobeds ready, please.

CMO-Starr says:
FCO: Very good.

FCO_Mallory says:
::nods::

CMO-Starr says:
OPS: Contact the ships that have been detected.

Host ACO_Pang says:
EO:  And you have been moved to more appropriate quarters I hope

CTOVn`dor says:
::arrives at TL 8::  TL: Bridge

Cns_Moore says:
::hailing lead Z'Kar ship::

CMO-Starr says:
FCO: Contact the planet and ask for permission to assume standard orbit please.

EO_Susman says:
ACO: I don't think so.. But I don't care.

FCO_Mallory says:
CMO: aye ma'am

Host ACO_Pang says:
EO: You should be on Deck 7 saucer section ... please get it sorted out ....

CMO-Starr says:
CSN: Have the ships stated their business with us yet?

PM_Jaddo says:
@<Warship1>COMM:Seleya: We welcome you to our world, the PM is awaiting your arrival.

CTOVn`dor says:
::arrives on bridge::  Horuse:  Thank you Lt.  You are excused.

Host ACO_Pang says:
Both:  You are both welcome to see me any time you wish - other duties allowing .... again - welcome to Seleya

EO_Susman says:
ACO: I'll pass it to the Operations Manager once he's back

Host ACO_Pang says:
Both: Dismissed ::smiles::

CSO_Kdaq says:
ACO: Thank you sir...

EO_Susman says:
ACO: Thank you, commander

CSO_Kdaq says:
::stands and walks out to bridge::

EO_Susman says:
:: walks out of the Ready Room ::

CMO-Starr says:
COM:WS: This is Lt. Cmdr. Starr, thank you for your welcome.

PM_Jaddo says:
@<Warship1>COMM:Seleya: Please follow us to the orbital docking station.

CTOVn`dor says:
<Horuse>  ::leaves bridge::

Host ACO_Pang says:
*Cns Moore*  Are you able to join me in the Ready Room?

CMO-Starr says:
COM:WS: Acknowledged, we shall follow you.

CSO_Kdaq says:
::takes science station1::

CMO-Starr says:
FCO: You heard them, follow them in.

CTOVn`dor says:
::scans the TAC signature of the two ships::

FCO_Mallory says:
CMO: aye ma'am

Cns_Moore says:
*CO*: Yes Sir

CMO-Starr says:
CTO; Are you detecting any weapons as "hot" on their ships?

EO_Susman says:
:: takes directly the Turbolift :: TL: Deck 36, section 4

Cns_Moore says:
CMO: I will be joining the Captain in her RR

FCO_Mallory says:
::Activates shadow course::

CTOVn`dor says:
CMO:  They seem clean Commander Starr.  All is clear over there.

EO_Susman (turbolift.wav)

CMO-Starr says:
::nods to the CNS:: Very good.

Cns_Moore says:
::goes to RR::

Cns_Moore says:
::pushes door chime::

Host ACO_Pang says:
CNS: Come in

CTOVn`dor says:
::ties in OPS to his terminal::  CNS: I've got Ops for now

CMO-Starr says:
CTO: Just be prepared Phail, you know how I love to be taken by surprise.

Cns_Moore says:
::enters RR::

CE_Bolitho says:
::completes diagnostic, heads for his office wondering just how long it will be before damage controls teams will be needed .....1 hour...2 perhaps?::

Host ACO_Pang says:
CNS: Please sit down Craig - I know you have been concerned about how I am coping with the CO's absence

CTOVn`dor says:
::thinks, CMO reminds me of another::

EO_Susman says:
:: exits the turbolift and walks a little while on route to Main Engineering ::

CTOVn`dor says:
CMO: Aye.

Cns_Moore says:
::sits:: ACO: Kay Lee, I must admit I have

PM_Jaddo says:
@COMM: Seleya: Welcome, I am Prime Minister Jaddo, with whom do I have the honour of speaking. :: orders the warships to break off ::

Host ACO_Pang says:
CNS: Well - do not be too concerned ... I have had indirect confirmation that he lives ... you will remember John and Megan Sea ...both telepaths

EO_Susman says:
CE: Greetings, Bolitho. What do you have for me?

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The warships escort Seleya into orbiting pattern around Z'kar Prime

CTOVn`dor says:
CMO:  Getting a transmission from the Z'karan PM

Cns_Moore says:
ACO: Have they made contact with him?

CE_Bolitho says:
EO: hey Dario please set up a roster for damage control teams, I have a feeling were going to be needing them!

Cns_Moore says:
::hopeful::

CMO-Starr says:
COM: PM: Sir, I am Lt. Cmdr. Starr.  thank you for your welcome Sir.

Host ACO_Pang says:
CNS:  They have assured me that they also feel he is alive .... and I trust their judgement a great deal

PM_Jaddo says:
@COMM: Seleya: At your discretion beam down your representatives to my palace.

Host ACO_Pang says:
CNS: So please do not think I am just imagining things to keep myself happy

CMO-Starr says:
COM:PM: Yes Sir.  Please send the co-ordinates.

Cns_Moore says:
ACO: I am relieved but still concerned. This must be very stressful for you. I s Abigail still minding Emily for you?

EO_Susman says:
CE: Ok.. :: moves to the Duty engineer station ::

PM_Jaddo says:
@::sends the co-ordinates to the Seleya ::

EO_Susman says:
CE: how many teams?... 4?

CMO-Starr says:
*CO*: Maam, we are in contact with the PM and requests someone to beam down and meet him.

Host ACO_Pang says:
*CMO* On my way

CTOVn`dor says:
::continues the scan of the general system including the Docking port::

Host ACO_Pang says:
CNS: come on we are needed ::exits to the bridge::

CE_Bolitho says:
EO: 4 will do for now ::grins:: unless something bad happens!

Host ACO_Pang says:
On screen please

Cns_Moore says:
::follows CO to Bridge::

PM_Jaddo says:
@*Security*: I want you to totally surround the palace, no one comes in or out without my orders.

CMO-Starr says:
ALL: Captain on the bridge!

EO_Susman says:
CE: easy, man.. don't think that way or will be working hard for sure

CMO-Starr says:
::leaves the CO chair and takes the XO chair::

Host ACO_Pang says:
::looks at the PM::  COMM: Prime Minister .... I am Commander Pang ... I understand you want a deputation to your palace?

Cns_Moore says:
::waits for CO to sit and takes a free chair::

CE_Bolitho says:
::smiles:: EO: just like to be prepared!

CTOVn`dor says:
<Horuse> *CTO*:  You want me to head security in TR 1 Sir?

PM_Jaddo says:
@Comm: Seleya: If you wish me to come to your ship, I will honour your request.

Host ACO_Pang says:
COMM PM: Can you give us some details of the latest terrorist action first?  It would assist me in deciding who should attend you

CTOVn`dor says:
*Horuse*: Please do since I can't find my prized Ensign.

EO_Susman says:
:: moves to the panel and assigns 4 engineers to each team. Team 1 for life support, team 2 for WPS, team 3 for Weapons and shields, team 4 for IPS ::

PM_Jaddo says:
@COMM: Seleya: The terrorists have only been attacking technology centres, the palace is safe for now.

EO_Susman says:
:: laughs :: CE: Richard, you've passed a lot, haven't you?

Host ACO_Pang says:
COMM PM:  Then I will arrange for a team to visit one of your attacked technology centres .....please provide us with co-ordinates

EO_Susman says:
:: acknowledging the teams to be prepared for work ::

PM_Jaddo says:
@:sends the co-ordinates to a recently attacked fusion power plant ::

Host ACO_Pang says:
CMO: I want Engineering - Bolitho I think, and Lt. Commander K'daq .... also a tactical presence but not the CTO.  And Lt. Moore too - he can assist in analysis and double as a medic if required

CE_Bolitho says:
EO: Dario, well you know they say everything happens to the Enterprise.......::smiles evilly:: well their wrong everything happens here first!

CMO-Starr says:
CO: Aye Maam.

PM_Jaddo says:
@::orders a government rep to the power plant ::

Cns_Moore says:
::prepares to join AT::

CTOVn`dor says:
ACO/CMO:  I recommend Lt Gierson

EO_Susman says:
CE: The teams are assigned... :: laughs because of Bolitho's comment :: 

CMO-Starr says:
CEO/K'dag/CNS/TO: Report to TR1 for AT duty.

CSO_Kdaq says:
CMO: Aye sir

CSO_Kdaq says:
::enters TL:: TL: TR1

Cns_Moore says:
CMO: ::whispering:: Should I supply the team with the report on Z'Kar?

CMO-Starr says:
::nods at CSO::

Host ACO_Pang says:
FCO: Get me the Prime Minister again please - on screen

CE_Bolitho says:
EO: great , ahhh ::hears comm:: hold the fort down here Dario ::heads for TL *CMO* : on my way Ma'am

CMO-Starr says:
CNS: Yes, that would be helpful.

CTOVn`dor says:
<TO_Gierson>::gets the call in security and heads for TR1::

FCO_Mallory says:
::activates the comm link::  ACO: on screen ma'am

CMO-Starr says:
*CEO*: Very good chief.

PM_Jaddo says:
@COMM: Seleya: How can I help you?

Cns_Moore says:
::prepares copies of report for AT::

EO_Susman says:
CE: Darn... I think you are going elsewhere..-- I always do, Richard

CE_Bolitho says:
TL: TR1 please

CTOVn`dor says:
<TO>: ::arrives at the TR::

Cns_Moore says:
TL: TR1

Cns_Moore says:
::arrives at TR1::

Host ACO_Pang says:
FCO: thanks 
COMM PM:  I am assigning an away team to determine if they can obtain signatures from your power installation ...

CE_Bolitho says:
::arrives in TR1::

PM_Jaddo says:
@:: staring at the ACO waiting for a response ::

CSO_Kdaq says:
::exits TL and enters TR1::

Cns_Moore says:
*ACO* Do you think phasers are in order?

PM_Jaddo says:
@COMM: ACO: As you wish, I will send a government representative to greet your AT.

CMO-Starr says:
*CSO*: You will be in charge of the AT.  You are to investigate the terrorist attacks on that facility.

CTOVn`dor says:
<TO>: CSO:  Reporting for assignment sir

Host ACO_Pang says:
*Moore* Take advice from your tactical officer - I would assume yes

EO_Susman says:
:: approaches the M/ARC, and watches ::

CE_Bolitho says:
TO : weapon please! ::holsters tricorder::

Cns_Moore says:
TO: Do you suggest we be equipped with phasers?

CTOVn`dor says:
<TO>:: starts issuing Phasers Type II::

Host ACO_Pang says:
COMM PM: Thankyou ,..... I may need to discuss things with you in more detail once our AT has had time to assess the situation

CE_Bolitho says:
::nods at the CSO :: CSO; Commander!

CSO_Kdaq says:
CMO: Understood

Cns_Moore says:
::takes a medkit and a tricorder::

Host ACO_Pang says:
FCO: Close channel

CTOVn`dor says:
<TO>CNS:  For safety reasons in case of a terrorist attack

PM_Jaddo says:
@*Transporters*: Beam me to Powerstation 5-A

Cns_Moore says:
::accepts phaser from TO::

FCO_Mallory says:
::closes channel:: ACO: done

CMO-Starr says:
CO: Team is ready for beam out Maam.

Cns_Moore says:
::steps onto pad::

CE_Bolitho says:
::accepts phaser making sure its setting is on stun and holsters it::

EO_Susman says:
:: then, moves over Bolitho's office and runs a level 4 diagnostic on the IPS, WPS, shields and weapons ::

CSO_Kdaq says:
::steps onto pad::

CE_Bolitho says:
::takes place on transporter grid::

Host ACO_Pang says:
CMO: Keep track of them ::grins:: I leave it to you

CMO-Starr *AT*: Beaming you to the planet surface now. (Transporter.wav)

CTOVn`dor says:
<TO> ::holsters his phaser on level 2 stun and steps up on pad::

PM_Jaddo says:
@::beams to the power station ::

Cns_Moore says:
@*CMO* I suggest a transporter lock at all times

CMO-Starr says:
::activates their transponders:: CO: Aye Maam, transponders on and functioning.

CSO_Kdaq says:
@::arrives on power station::

CMO-Starr says:
CTO: Keep a lock on them.

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The AT re-materialises just outside a building, heavily damaged and non-operational

Host ACO_Pang says:
::looks over at the CTO:: We still need those extended TAC scans too .... Mr. Mallory can assist if required

CTOVn`dor says:
@<TO>:arrives with AT::

EO_Susman *Bridge*: Engineering to Bridge, Mallory, how are SIF and IDF doing? (internalcall.wav)

CE_Bolitho says:
@::materialises at the power station::

Cns_Moore says:
@::begins scanning area for energy signatures::

Host ACO_Pang says:
CMO: How is our new medical officer doing ... well I am sure

PM_Jaddo says:
@CSO: Welcome, is your Captain coming ?

CMO-Starr says:
COM: AT: Have all arrived.

CTOVn`dor says:
ACO: I've been on a continuous scan ma'am.  Nothing yet.  Maybe we should try that Tachyon Grid using the probes ma'am?

CE_Bolitho says:
@::begins scanning the building in an attempt to determine any possible weapon signatures::

CMO-Starr says:
CO: Maam, I haven't had the chance to work with him as yet.  We have been rather busy ::smiles::

CSO_Kdaq says:
@PM: Not that I know of

Cns_Moore says:
@COM: Seleya: Yes Ma'am

Host ACO_Pang says:
CTO:  Get Susman to help you configure it .... could be useful

PM_Jaddo says:
@CSO: ok, than, who is the leader of your team?

FCO_Mallory says:
*EO* Struc integrity at 30% full power, IDF at 25% low-power mode.

CTOVn`dor says:
ACO: Aye

Host ACO_Pang says:
CMO: You want to pass back the bridge?  Up to you ...

EO_Susman says:
*Bridge* Thanks, Mallory

CSO_Kdaq says:
@PM: That would be me, sir

FCO_Mallory says:
*EO*: anything else?

CMO-Starr says:
CO: I believe I will stay here with you.  No miscommunication this way ::grins::

Host ACO_Pang says:
::grins:: true .... and it is fine to have some good help around the place

EO_Susman says:
*FCO*: No.. I don't think so.. I'm running a level 4 on the WPS and IPS.. So if you have a problem with them, tell me

CTOVn`dor says:
*EO*:  Could you modify some Type 2 Probes to emit a tachyon beam to each other and the Seleya for me?

PM_Jaddo says:
@CSO: We do not know anything about the attackers, I was hoping you can help us.

CMO-Starr says:
CO: Why thank you Kay Lee, I would curtsy if that was appropriate ::and laughs out loud::

CE_Bolitho says:
::frowns at weapon signatures, records them on his tricorder while keeping an eye on the CSO and the planets leader::

EO_Susman says:
*CTO* Explain me again?

Cns_ says:
@CSO: ::whispering:: The signatures maybe Z'Karian

CSO_Kdaq says:
@PM: If you could show us around and give a brief explanation on how this thing works, we will conduct our investigation

CSO_Kdaq says:
@CNS: Noted, keep scanning

PM_Jaddo says:
@CSO: As you wish. :: heads for the power plant entrance.

CTOVn`dor says:
*EO* Sorry Lt., I wondered if you or someone in ME could modify some probes to emit a tachyon beam to each other and the Seleya for use of a Tachyon Detection Grid for cloaked vessels?

CSO_Kdaq says:
@::follows PM:: AT: This way

Host ACO_Pang says:
::studying reports on the CO's chair terminal::

PM_Jaddo says:
@CSO: This is our standard fusion reactor station, it provides power for our infrastructure.

EO_Susman says:
*CTO*: you should try using a type V probe class

Cns_Moore says:
@::standing beside CSO, listening to PM::

Host ACO_Pang says:
CMO: Then perhaps you can handle things up here until something comes up .... I will pay Dr. Viper a quick visit with your permission?

CE_Bolitho says:
@CSO: Unable to determine the weapons signatures Commander, will carry on looking for anything out of the ordinary! Permission to enter the building?

CTOVn`dor says:
*EO*: My mistake.  Which ever you think is the best for the job

CSO_Kdaq says:
@CE: Granted

CMO-Starr says:
::chuckles:: CO: Of course Maam, it will be a surprise to see you in sickbay.

PM_Jaddo says:
@CSO: The reactor was damaged during the attack, but there is no danger from the radiation.

Cns_ says:
CSO: ::whispering:: Be careful the way you handle the PM, their customs are similar to early 20th century Japanese

Host ACO_Pang says:
CMO: You have the bridge ::leaves and takes the TL::

Host ACO_Pang says:
TL: Sickbay

CE_Bolitho says:
@CSO: Thanks Commander ::heads for the burnt out building::

CSO_Kdaq says:
@CNS: Scan the reactor for any unusual energy readings

CMO-Starr says:
*MO*: Just to let you know, the Captain is coming to sickbay.  You might want to meet her at the door.

EO_Susman says:
*CTO*: I'll fix them myself, Vn'dor. Give me 20 minutes and it will be ready to launch

Cns_Moore says:
@::scans::

Host ACO_Pang says:
::walks along the corridor towards sickbay - sees Dr. Viper at work::

PM_Jaddo says:
@:: orders the national guard to close off all entrances to the power station::

MO_VIPER says:
*CMO*: Thanks, I'll do that.

CMO-Starr says:
::grins at the MO's response::

CTOVn`dor says:
*EO*: Good... and thank you.  ::taps Comm badge::

CMO-Starr says:
CTO: How's the lock on the AT?

MO_VIPER says:
ACO: Hello, and what are you doing here???

Host ACO_Pang says:
MO:  Dr. Viper - I hope you are getting used to your new responsibilities?  Dr. Starr runs a very tight ship

Host ACO_Pang says:
MO: Just a courtesy visit Ensign

CE_Bolitho says:
@::walks into building tricorder leading the way::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  A sudden communication comes in from Z'karin troops in another sector of the city; attack at a Science Research Centre in progress.

CTOVn`dor says:
::checks his readouts::  CMO:  Nominal ma'am

PM_Jaddo says:
@CSO: Our engineers are working on repairing the reactor.

PM_Jaddo says:
@CSO: Excuse me.

EO_Susman says:
:: goes to the Fore Torpedo Launcher :: TL: Deck 25, Section 0

PM_Jaddo says:
@:: walks up to a Video screen ::

CMO-Starr says:
CTO: Very good.  Could you check with them to make sure all is well?

EO_Susman (turbolift.wav)

MO_VIPER says:
ACO: Ok then.  It is that I wasn't expecting to see you here.

CTOVn`dor says:
CMO: Aye.

PM_Jaddo says:
@:: is notified of the attack and directs more troops there :

CMO-Starr says:
CTO: Thanks Phail.

Host ACO_Pang says:
MO: Well, when you have time I would like you to run a quick check on Emily my daughter ... she is sleeping badly just now

CSO_Kdaq says:
@::watches the PM::

CMO-Starr says:
FCO: Any ships that shouldn't be here in the area?

PM_Jaddo says:
@CSO: Well It appears that there is an attack in progress.

CTOVn`dor says:
COMM: *CSO*:  Commander K'daq.  The CMO would appreciate a progress report.

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  By the time troops arrive, the Science Station is disabled and the terrorists have disappeared

Host ACO_Pang says:
MO: You can find her with Abigail Donaldson ....Deck 9

MO_VIPER says:
ACO: OK, I can do that right now

FCO_Mallory says:
CMO: two light transports, they have clearance, the two warships... and a small shuttle. That’s unauthorised

Host ACO_Pang says:
MO: Thankyou ... I am sure Dr. Grey can cope - perhaps you should advise Dr. Starr first though?

PM_Jaddo says:
@CSO: We should beam to the attacked Science Station.

CMO-Starr says:
FCO: Unauthorised shuttle?

CMO-Starr says:
CTO: Check out that shuttle!

CSO_Kdaq says:
@*CTO* We haven’t found anything big enough to report yet

MO_VIPER says:
ACO: Sure no problem.

FCO_Mallory says:
CMO: want me to open comm?

EO_Susman says:
:: enters the probe's stock bay and takes 2 Class V probe, modifies them to emit tachyon beam on a box grid pattern -- modifiable from the OPS manager control ::

CMO-Starr says:
FCO: Yes, while Phail checks it out.

Host ACO_Pang says:
MO: I am on my way back to the bridge ... glad to see you are enjoying life here

CSO_Kdaq says:
@PM: Understood... let me notify my ship

CTOVn`dor says:
@<TO>::  Scanning the area with his tricorder looking for any explosives or residue::

MO_VIPER says:
ACO: Thanks for stopping by

Cns_Moore says:
@::wary of PM, getting a weird vibe::::

Host ACO_Pang says:
MO: Well - it is good to come by when I am not sick ::grins::

CSO_Kdaq says:
@*CTO/CMO* There is an attack in progress.....

FCO_Mallory says:
CMO: no response ma'am..  Trying again. Could be interference from the sun. It has high sunspot activity

EO_Susman *Bridge*: Susman to Bridge, I have the probes ready to launch. I'll be returning to Engineering (internalcall.wav)

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The shuttlecraft disappears into an asteroid belt; traces of shuttle are lost

CTOVn`dor says:
CMO:  The team is still inspecting ma'am... nothing to report as yet.

CMO-Starr says:
CTO: Scan that shuttle, I want to know who they are.

Host ACO_Pang says:
::leaves sickbay and takes TL to bridge::

MO_VIPER says:
::smiles back at the ACO::

CMO-Starr says:
*CO*: To the bridge.

Host ACO_Pang says:
*CMO* On my way ::enters bridge:: Report!

CTOVn`dor says:
::directs full sensor scans at the shuttle::

EO_Susman says:
:: goes to a turbolift :: TL: Deck 36, section 4

PM_Jaddo says:
@:: walks up to the Video screen:: *Navy*: Dispatch a squadron of warships, begin search of our system, look for any unauthorised ships.

CMO-Starr says:
ALL: Captain on the bridge.

EO_Susman (turbolift.wav)

CMO-Starr says:
CO: We have an unauthorised shuttle.

CE_Bolitho says:
@::records weapon signatures and any other strange energy readings::

MO_VIPER says:
*CMO*: If you don't mind I am going to leave the SB to Dr. Grey for a little, while I go do a favour for the ACO.

Host ACO_Pang says:
CMO: where? on its way to us or what?

CMO-Starr says:
CO: The AT has reported another attack.

PM_Jaddo says:
@CSO: Are you ready to beam over?

CE_Bolitho says:
@::heads back to the CSO::

CMO-Starr says:
CO: Waiting data from the CTO Maam.

EO_Susman says:
:: reaches Main Engineering ::

CMO-Starr says:
*MO*: Acknowledged.

CSO_Kdaq says:
@*CTO* We are beaming over to the research centre..... PM: Yes

Host ACO_Pang says:
CMO:  Well you are au fait with things .... what do you suggest?

PM_Jaddo says:
@*Transporter*: Beam us to the attacked Science Centre.

CMO-Starr says:
CO: That shuttle should be tracked.  They could be terrorists.  I also suggest contacting the planet to make sure it isn't one of their authorised shuttles and they failed to let us know.

MO_VIPER says:
::walks over to the medical supply cupboard and picks up an medkit::

Host ACO_Pang says:
CMO: I agree .... but the Z'kar authorities are dealing with it I believe?

MO_VIPER says:
::exits SB and walks into TL::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Jaddo and the AT beam to the newly attacked site

CMO-Starr says:
CO: I don't know Maam, they haven't said anything to us.

CSO_Kdaq says:
@AT: Scan the weapons signatures!

CMO-Starr says:
CO; FCO detected it.

Host ACO_Pang says:
CMO: We'd best talk to them again

Cns_Moore says:
CSO: I would have preferred  if we used Seleya's transporters

FCO_Mallory says:
CMO, ACO: The Z’kar ships are slow and not very manoeuvrable. They have low grade sensors, and haven’t got much of a chance of finding it, in my opinion

CE_Bolitho says:
@::arrives at new site:: PM  Jaddo: would it be possible for me to have access to your weapons database?

MO_VIPER says:
TL: Deck 9

CTOVn`dor says:
ACO:  Capt., the AT is planning to beam over to the site of a new attack... the Research Centre

Host ACO_Pang says:
FCO: Try to contact the PM again please

CMO-Starr says:
CO: Opening a channel now.

Host ACO_Pang says:
CTO: Noted

PM_Jaddo says:
@CE: As you wish. ::points to a computer terminal ::

FCO_Mallory says:
ACO: Channel open, on main viewer

Host ACO_Pang says:
COMM PM:  We have tracked a shuttle leaving Z'kar prime ... and hiding in your asteroid belt .... is it one of yours?

CTOVn`dor says:
<TO>::does a quick scan of the area::

PM_Jaddo says:
@::turns around:: ACO: No it is not ours

CE_Bolitho says:
@::nods his thanks and downloads all existing Z'Kar weapons systems into the tricorders database and runs a scan to see if it matches the energy signatures used on the fusion plant::

CTOVn`dor says:
COMM: CSO:  What do you see at the attack site Commander?  Any terrorists?

Host ACO_Pang says:
COMM: PM - do you wish us to investigate?

MO_VIPER says:
::exits TL and rings bell at Abigail Donaldsons quarters::

PM_Jaddo says:
@COMM: ACO: That is not necessary.

PM_Jaddo says:
@:: walks up to the Video screen:: *Navy*: Dispatch a squadron of warships, begin search of our system, look for any unauthorised ships.

EO_Susman (tngdoorchime.wav)

Host ACO_Pang says:
COMM:PM : Then we'll leave you to handle it

Cns_Moore says:
CSO: ::whispering:: I Fear for our safety sir I think we may be getting pulled into something

Host ACO_Pang says:
CMO:  Strange that he did not want assistance there - although he did with the terrorism?

MO_VIPER says:
::door opens in front of MO::

CE_Bolitho says:
@CSO: weapon signatures match Z'kar weapons, so were possible looking at an internal matter

CMO-Starr says:
CO: Yes Maam, very strange, but I don't sense that he is being untruthful, at this time anyway.

CTOVn`dor says:
ACO:  Seems highly suspect ma'am

Host ACO_Pang says:
CTO: Keep an eye out for that shuttle .... I have a bad feeling about this

PM_Jaddo says:
@COMM:ACO: But if you wish, co-ordinate the investigation with our warships.

CMO-Starr says:
CO: I suspect that this is one of the terrorist’s shuttles.  Perhaps he wants to deal with them in his own way.

CSO_Kdaq says:
@::taps commbadge:: *CTO/CMO*  The weapons signatures match Z'karin

MO_VIPER says:
::sees Abigail standing in front of him::

CTOVn`dor says:
ACO: Aye ma'am  ::starts a full scan of the surrounding system::

Cns_Moore says:
@COMM Seleya: ACO: I fear for our safety Ma'am I think we may have been lured here and are being used as pawns in a game

Host ACO_Pang says:
COMM: PM: Advise us if you require assistance please

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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